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AGAMEMNON
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Adapte d by Simon S c ardif ield



FOREWORD
Winter Words is one of our favorite off-season traditions. These 
play readings help fill the void between seasons, and allow us to 
delve into plays that are new to APT stages. While the series 
looks different in 2021, it is no less important to APT’s mission. 
In fact, in a year like we’ve had, it feels even more vital. Each 
year, we look forward to exploring a new crop of plays with you; 
to hearing our incredible artists breathe life into these stories. We 
love the conversations these evenings spark. We love how those 
conversations continue through the weeks and months to follow. 
Eventually, we know this bond we’ve forged together, around our 
love of language and story, will lead us back to the grounds of 
APT, live and in person. But for now, we are grateful for this 
virtual time together. Thank you for sticking with us, for 
supporting us, for inspiring us.

Welcome to our 7th Season of Winter Words. We are glad you 
are here.

THANKS TO OUR
WINTER WORDS SPONSORS

HELEN ANDERSON* | ROBERT & SUSAN CRAMER*
JIM & SARAH GRAMENTINE* |DAN RETTLER

JOHN & MARINA ROSENBERG*| PAM SECCOMBE*
MICHAEL & CHARLOTTE SMITH*| JERRY & MARY TUCKER*

* Denotes Winter Words Founding Sponsor



AGAMEMNON
By Aeschylus

Adapted by Simon Scardifield
Directed by David Daniel

CAST

Iphigenia/Aegisthus 
Chorus 1 
Chorus 3 
Chorus 2 
Clytemnestra/Calchus 
Soldier 1/Soldier 3 
Agamemnon/Guard 
Cassandra/Herald
Narrator/Soldier 2 

Artistic Associate 
Artistic Associate  

Kelsey Brennan* 
Nate Burger*
Tracy Michelle Arnold* 
David Alan Anderson* 
Melisa Pereyra*
Tim Gittings
Brian Mani*
Colleen Madden*
David Daniel*

Evelyn Matten*
Jake Penner

Run time: 90 minutes with no intermission.

Please join us after the performance for a discussion with the 
director and members of the cast.

*Member of Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors 
and Stage Managers




